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Ralph Cecil Horner:

A Methodist Sectarian Deposed, 1887-95

By Brian R. Ross

"No man can possess genuine holiness and fail to be a power for
good." Albert Carman wrote those words in 18841 and within the
decade Ralph Horner had demonstrated their accuracy. In his
proclalnation of the gospel, Horner viewed himself confronting the
hostility of established Methodism, even as Methodism's founder
had faced the hostility of the established Church of England.
Eventually the fate which Wesley escaped overtook Horner - he
was removed from the ministry to which the Church had ordained
him. This study seeks to examine the events leading to his
deposition, the several factors bearing on that removal and the
ultimate issue at stake.

Ralph Cecil Horner was born in 1854 and born again in 1872;
both events took place near Shawville, Quebec. Also in 1872, he was
II ••• melted, molded, refined, and enflamed ..."2 by a second work of
grace, an experience of total, perfect love. The characteristic
doctrine of Methodism found ready expression in Horner; this
second blessing caused him to cry, laugh and shout. liMy voice was
hushed with silence, by the overwhelming power of this perfect
love. Wave after wave of glory filled me and expanded my soul and
filled it again."3 Impressed by a desire to win souls, Horner em
barked on a quickened road leading to an ordained minstry within
the Methodist Church of Canada. After completing his matriculation
courses in Renfrew, he was received on trail in 1882, attended
Victoria College until 1885 and acquired an additional year of voice
and speech training in Philadelphia.4 Ralph C. Horner, B.O.,

1. Albert Carman. "Holiness and Hope," Canadian iUethodl:st lvJagazine. XX (July
December. 1884).82.

2. Ralph C. Horner. Ralph C. Horner. Evangel£st; reminiscences from Ms own pen
mrockville: A. E. Horner. [n.d.]). p.11.

3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., p. xiii. Vv'ith the degree of Bachelor of Oratory from the National School of

Oratory and Elocution. Horner later wrote Voice Production (Toronto: William
Briggs. 1888).
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retaining a fiery revivalism and a steady commitment to the
demands of holiness throughout these years of training, made
himself available to the Methodist Church in 1886. The remainder of
his ministry within the Church can be discussed around events
occurring in three pivotal years - his ordination in 1887, his
stationing in 1890 and his trail in 1894.

Impartiality demands that the following narrative be viewed
from two perspectives, that of the Methodist Church and that of
Ralph Horner. The Church's account has been preserved in the
records of the Montreal Conference and can be supplemented with
several choice reports included in The Christian Guardian. It is
cautious and measured, embodying just enough bias to render it
authentic. Horner's testimony is inspired, excited and contained in
his personal reminiscences, Ralph C. Horner, Evangelist. Horner's
autobiographical ramblings ignore the stuff of history; places,
names and dates are invariably left to the reader's imagination. The
reminiscences offer a picture of the man, nonetheless, and even if
little of lasting impression is conveyed, one remarkable text is
innocently exposed: "I was born in a revival."5 Anyone intent upon
understanding Ralph Horner and his following must grasp the
significance of this single revealing declaration.

Being born in a revival, freedom was at the root of Horner's
Christian commitment - the freedom of experience and expression,
the freedom of service in the manner and mode to which one felt the
divine call. Horner could confidently claim, then, that his was not so
much a call to the ministry as it was a call to evangelism. The
challenge of ministering to Christ's Church did not motivate Horner
so much as did the great commission of rescuing lost and dying
souls. His was to be no ordinary pastoral ministry, expressed ex
clusively within the restrictive confines of a single circuit. As he
viewed it, his call would be one exercised in freedom, the freedom to
evangelize the country at large, whenever and wherever God willed.
Equipped with this ideal, Horner approached the Montreal Con
ference in 1887; at the insistence of members within the Pembroke
District he was offered ordination.

There was much in the ordination vows that Horner could
affirm. He was more than persuaded of the sufficiency of the Holy

5. Ibid., p. 20.
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Scriptures, more than prepared to combat erroneous and strange
doctrine and more than anxious to affirm his eagerness for prayer,

f study and exemplary Christian conduct. It was the firsh and last
ordination questions which prompted his reticence.

"Do you think, in your heart, that you are truly called, ac
cording to the will of our Lord Jesus Christ, to the office of a
minister?"6 It was this last word "minister" which caused offence.

"Will you reverently obey your chief ministers, unto whom is
committed the charge and government over you; following with a
glad mind and will their godly admonitions, submitting yoursielf to
their godly judgment"7 How could one yield to such a commitment
and remain free to move in the center of God's will? Of course, God's
will could be revealed within the dictates of the Conference and its
committee structure, but if that concept ever crossed his mind, to
Ralph Horner it must have seemed a terribly hazardous notion.

Confronted with the stark reality of the ordination covenant,
Horner balked. Puzzled, the Montreal Conference referred the
matter back to the Pembroke District. The discussions which
followed were crucial; Horner and his minst colleagues deliberated
about ordination, the ministry and evangelism. He was encouraged
to reassess his stand. He was asked to observe the Conference's
ready disposition to the evangelistic task. He was reminded that the
Methodist Church was an evangelistic Church and would remain so.
In all probability, he could expect to be given work in his field of
specialty. He was urged to trust his brethren by responding
positively to the Conference's sincere offer of ordination. Ralph
Horner was ordained 29 May 1887.

In acquiescing to the reasoning of his brethren, what had Ralph
Horner done? For his part, Horner contended that he had accepted
an irregular ordination, one which would assure him full ministerial
privileges while preserving his evangelical mandate. Thee Con
ference could never agree. "Irregular" ordinations simply did \not
exist. With his "I will do so, the Lord being my helper," Horner had
submitted to the jurisdictional boundaries of the Church. While
willing to acknowledge his individual preferences, the Conference's
stationing committee also recognized the need of a regular ministry

6. The Doctrine and Dis6pline of the Methodist Ch1lrch 1886 (Toronto: William
Briggs, 1886), pp. 213-14.

7. Ibid., p. 215.
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on the numerous circuits under its care. In all probability, there
would be evangelism to do, but if the need for more routine service
ever became apparent, Horner would be expected to respond ac
cordingly. For the meantime, however, he was allowed his way.

With the blessing of Conference, as one of two designated
Conference Evangelists working under the general guidance of the
Evangelistic Society,8 Horner struck off to convert the Ottawa
Valley. By his own account, he all but succeeded. "God opened the
door to me for special evanglism...[and] God sent a cyclone of con
viction, conversion, and entire sanctification."9 "The revival flame
swept across the country as we went."IO Horner was a country
preacher and his revival was largely a rural phenomenon. He was
known, of course, in Kingston and gathered a following in Ottawa.
But it was the smaller centres and towns in the Valley - Pembroke,
Renfrew, Arnprior, Carleton Place - that witnessed the "revival
flame". And yet according to Horner, it mattered little whether the
services were conducted in rural or urban settings. "God poured out
His Spirit in the city as in the country, and men were overpowered
by it .... It was somewhat amusing to see the look of the city preacher
when the people would fall to the floor under the power of God."ll In
one mighty rush of dynamic revivalism, often fiery, sometimes noisy
and always intense, Horner made his name.

The Church's response was mixed. There were hundreds whose
lives were touched and transformed; a half century after his death,
the products of Horner's ministry continue to exert a healthy in
fluence on the Canadian Church. Others, however, deplored reports
of doctrinal extreme and emotional excess. While some colleagues,
Albert Carman among them, applauded Horner's initial success,
there were those who charged him with the unconscious exercise of
mesmeric power. As the "flaming revival" spread, the opposition
threatened to outstrip it.

An initial confrontation occurred in Horner's second year of
ministry, catching him with his gospel tent only partially erected.
The district chairman, having learned that Horner was in to\vn

8. Minutes of the Montreal Annu.al Conference of the life thod?'st ChtlTch, 1887, pp,
12,63; see also The Chn'stian Gu.ardian (l June 1887), p. 345.

9. Ralph C. Horner, Evangelist, p. 78.
10. Ibid., p. 81.
11. Ibid., p. 87.
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without the local minister's invitation and consent, forbad him to
preach. Horner prersisted: "I knew that my intentions were good,
and I remained ..."12 A charge was preferred; it was a token of things
to come.

Many began to question the man's methods and manners. Talk
of "cyclones of power" was fine but could one countenance these
noisy displays of raw emotionalism? Prostration was one thing but
was it really a necessary component of sanctification? As the op
position grew, Horner became increasingly inflexible and isolated.
Attributed constantly to hypocrites and formalists - mere
"professors of religion", such opposition was due to the vestiges of
inbred sin. When all was said and done, God's revival would be
achieved; opposition" ...could not hinder the Lord." If the Methodist
Church could not abide the truth, Horner would be forced to assume
the prophet's mantle. Horner schooled a swelling band of disciples
in the terminology and technique of Holiness religion. Approaching
the annual meeting of 1890, the Montreal Conference's Evangelist
had already lost much of his respect for his Church. Lost, too, was
the confidence of many of his brethren.

By 1890 the Conference's Committee on Evangelistic Work was
prepared to give up. A year previously, it had gone on record as
desiring " .. .in the clearest way to affirm our conviction that all
evangelists in our Church must be subject to the authorities of the
Church and conform to our usual custom,..."13 Ralph Horner refused
to be intimidated; he would conform to no one's "usual custom" but
God's, and consequently, his wide-ranging evangelistic endeavours
went unchecked. For 1890 the Committee reiterated its stand and
finally suggested that the entire affair be referred to the Church's
highest court. While admitting the zeal and consecration of all those
devoted to evangelism, the Montreal Conference was urged to
petition General Conference "to provide some efficient method for

. \

the instruction of evangelists in our doctrines and training them in
the best methods of Christian work."14

As for Ralph Horner, a day of reckoning had come. The Con-

12. Ibid., p. 95.
13. Min'utes of the Montreal Annual Conference of the Me thodist Church, 1889, p.

83.
14. M1"nutes of the Montreal A nnua.l Conference of the Methodist Church. 1890, p.

61.
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ference had agreed initially to employ him according to his special
interests but in the three years since 1887 he had failed to
demonstrate a cooperative spirit. If he could not abide the direction
of his peers, they could no longer be willing to afford him the
privilege of a special status. Evangelist Horner was assigned to the
Quebec circuit of Portage du Fort. Named after the lumbering town
situated across the Ottawa River from Renfrew, the circuit ex
tended back into bushland and was adjacent to Horner's hometown.

There were worse circuits in the Pembroke District, and
Horner could have been thankful. He was not. Determined to
continue his evangelistic calling, Horner sought to arrange for a
supply ministry on the circuit and succeeded in gaining the approval
of his district superintendent. In July 1890 Horner hired a
replacement to care for the Thorne appointment; within weeks the
superintendent had secured another minister for Portage du Fort
and apparently the circuit committee agreed to the arrangement.
These manoeuvres had been undertaken, however, contingent upon
the approval of the Conference President. On 7 October Horner was
informed that that approval had not been forthcoming; he was in
structed to return immediately to Portage du Fort and assume a
regular ministry.15 Instead Horner stuck to his gospel tent. It had
been just six years since Albert Carman's prophetic declaration:
"No man can possess genuine holiness and fail to be a power for
good." Horner was well on his way to proving the dictum.

Horner had openly defied the Montreal Conference in 1890.
After a lengthy debate, however, and possibly because of the
Pembroke district superintendent's partial complicity in the matter,
the 1891 Conference chose to dismiss the episode. Perhaps the
man's influence was more extensive and his supporters more
persuasive than the Conference had anticipated. At any rate,
reverting to a previous stance, Horner was again appointed the
Conference Evangelist. But now the terms of his employment were
to be strictly monitored by a select committee of the Conference's
more prominent officials. Throughout 1891 and 1892 his meetings

15. These events of 1890 were reviewed in 1894 when Horner's ease was con
sidered by the Montreal Conference's ministerial session. The papers outlining the
Conference's actions on the Horner ease are held in the Archives of the Montreal
Ottawa Conference, MeGill University, Montreal.
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were arranged, his finances reviewed and his activities controlled.
The man's influence was spreading, however, and while it was
possible to curb his evangelistic energies by strict oversight, it was
increasingly difficult to regulate the activity of his several protEfg~s.
Horner had encouraged a half dozen or more sincere but misguided
young people to engage in evangelistic ministries. Without the
benefit of proper training and theological grounding, they were
bringing increasing offence to the Methodist cause, its name,
reputation and membership.

The General Conference of 1890 had initiated meaSUTes to
control freelancing evangelism. In five new statements, the
Discipline I6 of that year instructed Conferences to employ only
evangelists of proven ability and doctrinal conformity. Circuits
were allowed to utilize the gifts of outside evangelists, but their
labours were to be carefully supervised. Despite these attempted
controls the Montreal Conference was continually plagued by the
strife and tension caused by Horner's pupils. By 1893 the Con
ference had adopted even stronger measures, licensing annually all
those seeking to evangelize within its boundaries and testing the
applicants' doctrinal orthodoxy and ministerial methods. 17 Under
the date of 15 November 1893 the Conference's Evangelism Com
mittee issued a stern appeal, requesting all circuits to engage only
the services of those specially authorized.

Ralph Horner, meanwhile, had all but sealed his ministerial fate
in the months leading to the Conference of 1893. The tenor of his
ministry was reflected in the Conference's report. The results of his
service were considered "sadly disappointing". "Serious
irregularities" had been discovered in the practise of simultaneous
public prayer. Physical manifestations - prostration, ecstasy and
immoderate laughter - were common and it was deemed that
insufficient effort had been exerted for their control. Fiuall:y, the
Conference was informed of a censorious public spirit which had
found expression in criticism and condemnation of the Methodist
Church, its membership and ministry.I8 Accordingly, at his own

16. The Doctrine and Discipline of the Methodist Church 1890 (Toronto: William
Briggs, 1890), p. 87.

17. Minutes of the Montreal Annual Conference, 1893, p. 73; in 1894 the Con-,
ference issued licenses to seven evangelists.

18. Ibid., pp. 72-73.I,
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request, the Conference Evangelist was left without an ap
pointment. Within months Horner had led a group in purchasing
Ottawa's Concession Street Baptist Church for its own use. Ex
pressing its alarm, the Ottawa District sought to question the
propriety of Horner's conduct. Having been relieved of a Con
ference appointment, however, he justified his actions very simply:
"I am now free to do as I please."19

It was precisely this attitude, so characteristic of the maverick
"born in a revival", which prompted the Montreal Conference to
further action. Not having answered the Ottawa District's routine
disciplinary inquiries for 1894, Horner's case was referred to the
Conference where the ensuing debate raged for three days.20 Ab
sent at the Conference's initial session, Horner was summoned to
the ministerial bar on 31 May to admit his authorship of the pam
phlet, "Conference and evangelistic relations". He accepted
responsibility for its sentiments and publication, as well as the
disclosures that a) he had never felt called to the Christian ministry,
and b) he had never accepted regular ordination.

On 1 June Horner appeared before the ministerial session:

Are you prepared to accept the regular obligation of our or
dained ministers as settled iIi our ordination vows?

Not in the full sense - not as to pastoral work.

Will you accept an appointment to a circuit or mission?

No.

What do you request of the Conference?

My request to the Conference is to be retained as an ordained
minister of the Methodist Church to be continued solely in

19. The Christian Guardian, 30 May 1894, p. 344.
20. The Conference materials documenting the events of 1894, together with the

papers from Horner's trial, are housed in the (United Church of Canada) Montreal
Ottawa Conference Archives, McGill University, Montreal. See also The Christian
Guardian, 6 June 1894, p. 353 and 13 June 1894, pr. 371-72.
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evangelistic work under the direction of the Conference.

Is such a course as you have requested in harmony with the
discipline? Is it a regular disciplinary course?

It is not according to the letter of the discipline. I consider my
ordination as irregular.

Have-you any alternative request to make of the Conference?

No.

Do you consider your ministerial ordination as necessary to
your continuance in evangelistic work?

I consider it advantageous, but not essential

Do you accept the mind of the Conference as expressed in
resolution last year touching methods of conducting evangelistic
work?

No.

The confrontation ended. Following due consideration, the
Committee recommended that the Conference require Horner to
return his ordination parchment and Bible, thereby resigning his
position as an ordained minister of the Church. Horner would not
comply. "It is not in my heart to sever my connection from the
evangelistic work as a minister of the Methodist Church. I again
appeal to the Conference to retain me in the ministry for special
evangelism, such as I have been engaged in for seven years." The,
Conference answered by placing him in the hands of the Stationing
Committee. If he desired to be an ordained minister of the Church,
he would be treated like one.

As the regularly appointed minister to the Combermere circuit
in the backwoods of Ontario, Ralph Horner was to have been on duty
by 24 June. He never did arrive. Instead, he was busily engaged in
evangelistic endeavours on the Micksburg (Locksley) and Pembroke
circuits. His trail was convened on 24' July 1894.
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The Conference President, E. B. Ryckman was in the chair.
Horner's name was called; he did not answer. The charges were
read. "Brother Horner was called again in order that he might
answer to the charges. He was absent."

In a charge dated 5 July, the Pembroke District contended that
in a clear breach of the Church's Discipline, Horner had been acting
as an unauthorized evangelist in meetings conducted without the
consent of the properly constituted ministers of the circuits in
question. In a second charge dated 2 July, the Combermere circuit
cited Horner with " .. .failing to provide for the work in this Mission
up to the present time..." Subsequent correspondence and wit
nesses, affirming the charges, further demonstrated that Horner
had been given adequate knowledge of the charges and sufficient
opportunity to answer in his defence. The charges were sustained
and in a judgment to take effect ilnmediately, Horner was
suspended from the ministry of the Methodist Church. The 1895
annual Conference simply made it officiaL Deposed from the
ministry,21 Ralph Cecil Horner was free at last to work on God's
terms as he interpreted them.

Holiness religion did not fall that summer afternoon in Pem
broke. Even the more immoderate features of Horner's meetings 
prostration, emotionalism, simultaneous public prayer and ex
cessive noise - were not called specifically into question. A
Methodist Church increasingly structured, see, secure - even
sophisticated - was coming to regard these features of its witness
with growing suspicion, to be sure, but as they related to the Horner
case these were strictly secondary factors. Cornish's Cyclopaedia of
Methodism in Canadaindicates that Horner was "deposed for error
in doctrine"22 but George Cornish was wrong. The Methodist
Church finally had no place for Ralph Horner only because he simply
had no place for it. To a man self-called to evangelism, the
"ministry" had to be defined in special~ irregular terms. To a man
responsible in his calling to God alone, the authority of the Church's
courts and officials could be, at its best, little more than an ideal

21. It should be noted that the Montreal C.onference's judgment could have been
more severe; Horner could have been deposed from the ministry and expelled from the
Church.

22. George H. Cornish, Cyclopaedia of Methodism in Canada (Toronto: William
Briggs, 1903), II, 185.
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reserved for others. At its worst, such authority was more than a
nuisance; it was an impediment to real Christian service, a demonic
invention. For such a man above the authority of a Discipline
stipulated for his colleagues, it setmed only logical to rebel. Cer
tainly, it could be only a matter of time until the Church would be
forced in such circumstances to legislate his removal. It is a wonder
that the Montreal Conference could be so patient.

Satisfied with no one's leadership but his own, Ralph Horner
achieved his goal in 1900 with the creation of a separate
denominational group, the Holiness Movement Church in Canada.
By 1911 it had attracted thirty-eight hundred members, with three
thousand of those in Ontario. The group's tendency to digress from
the traditional, time honoured standards of Holiness disturbed
Bishop Horner, however, and in 1916 the sectarian renounced the
sect he had been instrumental in founding. 23 Bishop Horner emerged
within a matter of months as the Canadian representative of the
Standard Church of America. He died in 1921.

The rebellion of Ralph Horner is difficult to appreciate; its logic
will escape all thoss committed to the Church. That, of course, is the
point. Horner was called to initiate a revival designed to exhibit in
Canada a renewed New Testament Christianity. To such a lofty
task, the disciplinary measures imposed by a worldly Church could
signify little. If anything, the opposition of Methodist "hypocrites
and formalists" merely confirmed his convication that a glowing,
pure witness to holy living would have to be achieved without the
Church. Horner's sectarian philosophy may have been narrow and
naive but he liked it. It freed him to preach his gospel.

Horner liked to identify himself with John Wesley. He
especially took pride in his knowledge of Wesley's teaching on the
second work of grace. His suffering of censure and unjust criticism
was lessened as he reflected on Wesley's struggle for the· ~ruth.

Methodism's founder would not have been flattered. Wesley would
have had harsh words for Horner, probably words similar to those
he addressed to Thomas Maxfield 24 in 1762:

23. Led by A. D. Warren, a majority of the "Hornerite" membership remained
within the Holiness Movement Church; in 1959 this group merged with Canada's Free
Methodists.

24. John Telford, The Letters of the Rev. John Wesley, A. M. (London: Epworth
Press, 1960), IV, 193. See also The Christian Guardian, 12 December 1894, p. 790.
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.. .1 like your confidence in God and your zeal for the salvation of souls.

But I dislike something which has the appearance of pride, of overvaluing
yourself and undervaluing others, particularly the preachers: thinking not only
that they are blind and that they are not sent of God, but even that they are
dead - dead to God, and walking in the way to hell; that they are going one
way, you another; ...

I dislike something that has the appearance of pride, of overvaluing
yourself and undervaluing others, particularly the preachers: thinking not only
that they are blind and that they are not sent of God, but even that they are
dead - dead to God, and walking in the way to hell; that they are going one
way, you another; ...

I dislike something that has the appearance of enthusiasm, overvaluing
feeling and inward impressions: mistaking the mere work of imagination for the
voice of the Spirit; expecting the end without the means; and undervaluing
reason, knowledge and wisdom in general.

***
Bu t what I most of all dislike is your littleness of love to your brethren ... ;

your want of meekness, gentleness, longsuffering; your impatience of con
tradiction; your counting every man your enemy that reproves or admonishes
you in love; your bigotry and narrowness of spirit, loving in manner only those
that love you; your censoriousness, proneness to think hardly of all that do not
exactly agree with you: in one word, your divisive spirit.




